
Elevate Your Logistics with  
evolv Carrier Solution



Take logistics management to a new level with evolv 
Carrier Solution. Securely exchange data with carriers, 
allowing seamless uploads of master data through our 
user-friendly portal. Ensure control before integrating with 
OTM and enhance transparency with detailed tracking.

Experience the power of evolv Carrier Solution,  
where efficiency meets excellence!

evolv Carrier 
Solution



How do you  

manage 
the rates, 
invoices and 
disputes from 
your carriers?

minimize the 
manual effort of 
uploading data 
to your OTM 
environments?

keep an audit 
trail of the data 
exchanged with 
your carriers? 

transfer your 
carrier data in 
a secure way? 

standardize 
data 
inputs from 
carriers?

Challenges  
managing your data  
from your carriers  



Accelerated Processes
Direct data transmission to OTM eliminates delays associated with 
traditional email methods and based on standard input templates. 
Experience a significant reduction in processing times, allowing 
for quicker decision-making and improved responsiveness.

Streamlined Operations
An extremely user-friendly interface ensures efficient and hassle-free 
operations. Your team experiences a seamless workflow, reducing the 
learning curve, minimizing manual effort and boosting productivity.

Business Benefits

Time Savings in Management
Drastically reduce the time spent on validating and uploading data such 
as managing rates, invoices, schedules and disputes. Allow your team  
to focus on strategic tasks, increasing overall operational efficiency.



Strengthened Auditing and Traceability
Reinforce auditing capabilities and enhance traceability of data 
exchanges. Achieve a robust system for data management providing 
transparency and accountability.

Secure Communication
Ensure secure and authorized data exchange protecting your 
information through a  trusted environment for communication, which 
safeguards data maintaining confidentiality for all parties.

Enhanced Data Control and Quality
Maintain superior control over data quality, ensuring accuracy and 
consistency. Improve decision-making with reliable data leading to 
better outcomes and fewer errors.

Business Benefits



Carriers can upload data such as rates, events or invoices via the portal.

Ensure data quality with automated validation and, if necessary, review  
data objects with evolv Data Loader before uploading them to OTM .
 
Provide carriers with the latest upload templates to drive data consistency.
 
Secure and authorized data exchange with your carriers.
 
Track and trace data uploads by carriers.

Key features
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On the left hand side 
you see the list of usable 
templates for the user.

On the right hand side you see 
the area where you can drag and 
drop your filled file for uploading.

User Interface



An unparalleled platform facilitating secure data exchanges with 
carriers.

Carriers can seamlessly upload data, e.g. rates, disputes, and 
invoices via our user-friendly portal, which is then validated in 
accordance with business rules. 

Data can either be sent directly to OTM or subjected to a four-eyes 
principle before being sent by your user. Files that fail validation can 
be downloaded by the carrier and contain specific instructions on 
how to correct errant data. 

Elevate Your 
Logistics



Contact Chris Turley for more information 
or to schedule a demo and discover how 
it can benefit your business.

chris.turley@flo-group.com
+44 7469 854458

Want to see evolv  
Carrier Solution 
in action?

flo-group.com


